
Lama Gangchen with Marcus Elias and Norma Mello

Rabne Chenmo and prayers for World Peace with Shar Ganden Abbot and 22 monks and lamas from nine monasteries in Tibet-China, India, Nepal, Austria, Switzerland and Ita;ly
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Newly ordained monks ...
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February 2011 

On the most auspicious occasion of Lama Gangchen’s  
22nd visit to Borobudur in his 70th year, 
a specially blessed certificate was issued  
in recognition of all Peace Messengers  

commitment and dedication to Dharma  
for the sake of all sentient beings.

 
Over 200 Peace Messengers  
from 21 different countries  

received the certificate in February 2011.

“Inner Peace is the most solid foundation for world peace”  
T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen
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The Meaning of Candi Borobudur ...





“Uncovering the meaning of the hidden base of Borobudur”

International Seminar at Borobudur Mangalang held from the 1st to 5th of July 2008  
Organised by the National Research and Development Centre of Archaeology – Indonesia

Discovering the Meaning of Candi Borobudur’ by T.Y.S. Lama Gangchen 

Since 1989, I have visited Candi Borobudur more than 20 times together with many international friends. At first when I 
came here we were only a few, maybe 10 people but as the years went on the group grew until in 2000, when we celebrated the 
millenium here in Borobudur we were around 250 people and stayed for around a month. Each time we came we were very pleased 
to stay in the Manohara hotel and each time we came for the purpose of discovering the meaning of Borobudur a little more.  
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The first time I came to Borobudur the Manohara was not yet built so we slept in Jojakarta. 
 
When I first came to Candi Borobudur I was surprised, it reminded me of the terraced stupa maṇḍalas of my homeland, Tibet, in Gyantse, 
Trulpul, Jonang, and many other places. The more I visited Borobudur the more similarities I saw in it, from the iconography of my own 
Tibetan Buddhist tradition. For the Indonesian people, Borobudur is an archeological monument of national importance, but we Tibetans 
see it as something similar to the still living Mahayana and Mantrayana traditions of Tibet, Mongolia, Nepal, China, and Japan. All the 
bas-reliefs on the sides of Candi Borobudur represent stories from sutras which are well known in Tibet as they are found in the Khagyur, 
the Translations of the Buddhas Words from Sankrit to Tibetan, that were translated between the 8th and the 11th centuries. 

I think the Indian architect of Borobudur whoever he was, we only have the legendary name Gunadharma, Quality of Dharma, was 
an incredibly intelligent man, he wanted to create harmony between all the different schools of Buddhist thought that were being 
practiced in Java in his time, and also he wanted to create harmony with the surrounding Hindu Culture of Central Java. The first 
levels of Borobudur, the Mahakarmavibhanga (the Great Classification of Actions Sutra) and the Lalitavisatara (the Divine Play 
Sutra) show the way to find personal liberation from samsara. The next galleries 3,4, and 5 show the Gandhavyuha (the Entry into 
the Realm of Reality) and the Bhadracari (the Vow of Samantabhadra to not enter into nirvana but work to bring enlightenment to 
society). These show the Mahayana path of a Bodhisattva, and the idea of the pilgrim’s progress of Sudhana and his 52 gurus was that 
all kinds of people can teach us something if we can recognise their special qualities. His gurus included monks, sadhus, brahmins, 
businessmen, a banker, children, devas, housewifes, prostitutes, kings, queens , professors, students, bodhisattvas and buddhas. Each one 
teaches Sudhana something about the nature of wisdom and compassion and then sends him on his way- that’s an important message, 
that we need to be open to learn from many people, that each one has one piece of the puzzle- a bit like at this congress really.   
Anyway for the many scholars and professors and curators, here are where the references to the sutras and tantras that are related to 
Candi Borobudur are found within the Derge Edition of the Tibetan Khagyur. This is available from the Tibetan Buddhist Resource 
Centre on the internet if you are interested. Here I have compiled a list of the relevent texts and the approximate times they are believed 
to have been written down in Sanskrit and then translated into Tibetan and where you can read them. 

3 3rd - 4th centuries: Writing down of the Guhyasamaja tantra 1 

5th century in Indian in the Gupta period the Mahavairocana sutra becomes popular. 

8th century: Vajravarman of Srivijaya writes the Sarvadurgatiparisodhana (Purification of All Evil Destinies commentary). 

 

1 This is based on the presumed dates of Asanga
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Avadanas Skt. Purnapramukha avadanas sataka, 

Tib. Gang pol sogs pa’. rtagspa brjadpa brga.pa   
Derge Khangyur Vol 75, TBRC 22084075.pdf 

 
8th-10thcenturies: Skt. Punyapala avadanas 

 
Tib.bSodnams kyi stobspa brjodpo   
Derge Khangyur Vol 76, TBRC 22084076.pdf 

 
8th-10thcenturies: Tibetan translations of the Lalitavisara sutra, 

Tib. ‘Phagpa rgya cher rolpa shes bja pa thegpa chenpo mdo by Jinamitra, Danashila,   
Munivarma and Yeshes-sDe. Derge Kangyur volume 46 TBRC 22084046.pdf 

8th-10thcenturies: Tibetan translations of the Skt. Arya ghandavyuha nama mahayana sutra

Tib.’Phagspa rgyan stugpo bkodpa shes bjawa thegpa chenpo mdo 

Derge kangyur, vol.50, TBRC 22084050.pdf 
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8th-10thcenturies: Tibetan translation of Skt., Sarwa tath›gata tattvasamgraha nama mahayana sutra

Deshin ga shegspa thamscad kyi dekho na nyid bsduspo’i mdo   
Derge Kangyur Vol 84, TBRC 22084084.pdf. 

Mid 8th century: Sarvavid mahavairocana sutra translated into Tibetan: Kunrig nampar nangdze lha sum chuso dun kyilkhor (37 Deity 
Mandala of all the Great Vairocana Families), 

This yogatantra is an important practice in Tashilhunpo monastery, Central Tibet (near Gyantse). 

8th century - 10th century, the Skt. Guhyasamaja tantra is translated into Tibetan, dPal yeshes rdorje kunlas bsduspa 
 Derge Kangyur vol 82, TBRC 22084082.pdf. 

8th cent: Skt. Cakrasamvara tantra translated into Tibetan. 

dPal khrag ‘thungmngon par ‘bjungbshes bjawa Derge Kangyur Vol 79 TBRC 22084079.pdf. 

8th century: Skt. Vajrabhairava tantra, Arya nilambardhar vajrapanirudra bitriwitanata nama.  

Translated into Tibetan Derge Kangyur Vol 83 TBRC  22084083.pdf 
 
10th cent: Kalachakra tantra Skt.Vim›la prabhanma mÒlatantra nusaridva shasha srikalachakratantra dzatika translated into Tibetan, 

  bsDuspa’rgyud kyi rgyal po dus kyil khor lo’ ‘grol bshad tsa’wai rgyud kyi rjas su’jugpa stong phragpa cu nyispa dri medpa’ 
od ses bja’wa. Derge Khangyur Vol 102, TBRC 22084102.pdf 
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11th century: Atisha a famous Indian pandita, studies at the Srivijaya monastery, Sumatra for 12 years before traveling to VikramaŸıla, 
Bengal and onto Tibet. His Guru, Suvarnadvipa (man from Sumatra) who was very famous for both his wisdom and deep compassion 
composed the  Abhisamayalamkara commentary which Atisha translated into Tibetan as  rtog ge snang ba, 
Illuminating the Reasonings. This is in the Tangyur. He founds the Sarma or New Wave of Tibetan Buddhism. 

12th –15th centuries the construction of eight sku’bum terraced stupas in Western and Central Tibet with similar plans to Borobudur.

 As you can see all the major yoga and annutarayogatantras except kalachakra were in existence at the time the Sailendras were constructing 
Borobudur. It is my firm opinion that upon Borobudur it is possible to meditate on any mandala of any of the 4 tantras 

    

(kriya, carya, yoga and annutarayoga tantras) and that it was a place of initiation and royal ritual, as well as showing the bodhisattvas 
progression through the 5 mahayana grounds and ten bhumis. The first Tibetan to come to Borobudur as far as anyone knows was 
Gendun Choepel in the 1940s- he said he thought it looked like the Dhanyakosha Stupa (Tibetan Palden Drepung) where according the 
to our Buddhist history the Buddha taught the Kalachakra tantra. 

My friend and collaborator Lama Caroline explained at the congress some of my ideas about how Borobudur has the geometrical 
dimensions and symbolism of a mantrayana mandala so I would like in this article to concentrate on the mahakarmavibhanga. 

To return to the lowest gallery the now hidden mahakarmavibhanga, to me this looks very similar to the Tibetan sipai korlo or what 
is known as the Wheel of Life to 6 modern society- its a picture of the six realms of becoming, the six psychological realms that we all 
experience in our lives, desire, hatred, ignorance, pride, jealousy and monotony. These are represented symbolicly as the upper realms 
of humans, and devas who are experiencing happiness as the result of the ripening of good karmic actions, and three lower realms, 
animals, like garudas and nagas, and hell beings. If we look at the mahakarmavibhanga bas-reliefs we can see a great deal of images which 
represent the causes necessary to create a rebirth or let’s say to make the mind reflect reality in a way that is similar to a human, asura or 
deva. Anyway most people in their lives experience all these different states- again and again, so don’t think this is somewhere else, all 
this is inside of us, here and now in this life. 

We may feel this is a lot of ancient cultural mythology, but actually it is refering to archetypes of psychological states that we and other 
beings, (like animals), experience from when we are born until we die. The human state refers to the experience we all have of facing 
ageing, sickness, death, of feeling lonely, of our pleasure’s fading or turning into their opposite, with never being satisfied or having 
enough, basically the human condition that everyone all over the world has to come to terms with. 
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The deva state (Sanksrit, Shining One) is how we feel when we are rich successful, young, handsome and enjoying our lives- kind of like 
how celebreties and movie stars feel- everything is great until they start to go out of fashion, then when they become just like everyone 
else for them its terrible, a great shock, they can’t adjust pschologically. 

The animal realm is the experience of being exploited, the preta or ‘departed’ realm is a state of deep frustration and dissastisfaction, and 
the narak or hell is the experience of profound mental and physical pain. 

Anyway the first two thirds of the hidden base are showing how specific causes produce specific effects and the last third shows how from 
one cause come many effects, just as from one apple seed later come many different apples. 

Karma actually is a word that most people don’t understand. In the buddhist sense it simple means action, in a scientific kind of way. 
Whatever we do produces a result, a reaction even if it doesn’t always appear immediately. These days people think karma means no 
solution. What it really means is that everything is making 7 side effects, so we need to know how to create positive mental , physical, 
emotional and environmental side effects. 

For example whenever we move our hand the shadow is there, whenever we touch something we leave our fingerprints- our subconsicous 
mind is like that, everything we think or say or do leaves an imprint in our mind, and gradually we develop habitual ways of seeing the 
world based on our personal experiences. To give a modern example, its like our mind is a hard disc that is constantly recording everything 
we experience, and then various emotions cause various programes to run that colour the way we see the way we see the world, in either 
a positive or a negative way depending on us. 
The mahakarmavibhanga is showing clearly that some actions are too expensive, like killing, violence, depriving others of resources, lying, 
pride, sexual misconduct, imprisoning others, speaking maliciously, - it’s kind of like when we use our mobile phones, some places are 
much more expensive to call than others, but if out of ignorance we don’ t know- then sooner or later when the bill comes we get a huge 
shock! On the hidden base you can see just how expensive certain actions are, like basrelief 5, if you kill you will die young, if you fish 
you will be boiled in hell (basrelief 109) etc, but bas-relief 10 shows that if you take care of animals you will be happy, rich and respected. 
All these positive and negative results of actions are clearly described in the Indian Buddhist texts, like for example like the text written 
by the Indian teacher Kamalashila who wrote the Bhavanakrama or Stages of Meditation, or Gomrim in Tibetan. 

He was involved in a debate at Samye monastery in the 8th century to determine which type of Buddhism the Tibetans should follow. He 
debated with a Chinese Chan master, and Kamalashila won the debate, and from then onwards the Tibetans followed the Indian tradition 
of Mahyana and Mantrayana Buddhism , just as many Indonesians did between the 7th up to the 15th centuries. 

The Mahakarmavibhanga show more positve results than negative - it shows how to create the things that most people in the world are 
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interested in, longlife, health, material enjoyment, happiness, many friends, wisdom and all the good things in life. It shows that these are 
the result of taking care of the lives and health of 8 others, of practicising material generosity to the poor, the aged, the sick and spiritual 
people of all traditions. 

Basrelief 10 shows that if we protect others from harm we will be happy and respected. 

The Buddha was a real historical person who was born in what is now Southern Nepal about 2500 years ago. He was a very intelligent 
person, and in the Mahakarmavibhanga he is actually replying to various people’s questions. At the time of the Buddha most people were 
like nowadays trying to achieve worldly happiness and success, a few wished to die well and go to heaven, and a minority wished to achieve 
liberation or moksha. So actually the Mahakarmavibhanga is talking to the majority of people, ordinary people with normal aspirations. 
Many people, even scholars misunderstand the concept of renunciation, thinking it means they have to give up their comfortable lifestyles, 
not understanding that the only thing they have to give up is suffering, violence and the dependently arising cause and conditions of those. 
The Buddha never used to preach to anyone, he just used to reply to peoples’ questions when they asked him something. Basreliefs 4 
and 5 is challenging one Indian philosophical conception that if you perform various sacrifices you will achieve a longlife- it’s saying 
the opposite that if you kill you will have a short life - the Buddha was very against animal sacrifice and its thought that the adoption of 
vegetarianism in India was partly due to the Buddha’s influence. 
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Mahakarmavibhanga 4 

Mahakarmavibhanga 5 
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Actually my opinion is that one reason why the Mahakarmavibhanga was covered up is that people in ancient Java are not so different 
from modern people, nobody likes to be told what to do. If you say to someone you are wrong, most of the time they never accept, and 
probably the Mahakarmavibhanaga bas-reliefs were started at the time of King Raja Indra Sailendra, but when his son became king, 
maybe he didn’t like the images. Maybe he thought they were too much and decided to cover them up. My other thoughts about what 
is nowadays called the ‘Mus Blockage’ being 10 added to create the correct geometrical dimensions to form a mantrayana yoga tantra 
mandala you can see in Lama Caroline’s article. 

 Ngalso.Relaxation. 

The Buddha’s first teachings in Sarnath, were the four arya truths of suffering and the causes of suffering, origin of suffering , cessation 
of suffering and the path to freedom. 

     

 
This is represented on Gallery 2 on lalitavistara panel 120.

The Tibetan word Ngalso literally means relaxation and we can divide it into two syllables:  Ngal and So. 
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The syllable Ngal represents the first two aryan truths, the truth of suffering and the causes of suffering, and the truth of the origins of 
suffering, karma and delusions.  Ngal represents that now we ourselves, society and the environment are very tired, sick, and of good 
actions, they are still contaminated worldly actions and all beings in samsara are subject to different kinds of pain, changable suffering 
where what is initially pleasant becomes unpleasant 11 after a while, and pervasive suffering. All this is due to not understanding how 
cause and effects and interdependence are related. 
I think that galleries 2,3,4, 5 and up to the main stupa of Borobudur represents the  so, the arya truths of  cessation 
and the  path that by creating the right dependently arising causes and conditions in a scientific manner it is possible to purify 
ourselves and recover the pure nature of our mind, a positive society and a pureland. 

The Basreliefs of Borobudur are showing all kinds of incredible useful things for example (IV.70) is showing the sun and moon, how 
we need to be aware of the changing seasons and try to balance the sun and moon energies- a very useful message now we need to deal 
with climatic change. Many bas-reliefs are showing how to create a non –violent peace culture . Lalitavistara 49 is showing that we need 
non-violence in all aspects of our lives, eg. Non-violent sports and entertainments. Lalitavistara 42 and 43 show the Buddha’s engagement 
and marriage - the fire in this bas-relief is the sacred fire in a Hindu marriage ceremony. We need peace culture together with this world, 
together with our families, but seperate from pain and suffering. 
 
Karmavibhanga 18 we need to take care of the sick 12 348



and 19…. 

 
karmavibhanga 32 we need to take care of the aged 
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karmavibhanga 98, how to hold meetings, how to create a pure democracy 

13 karmavibhanga 139 how we can live together happily with many people 
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karmavibhanga 105 how we can live alone with spiritual company. 

One last thing, maybe many of you are curious to know what I am doing here on Borobudur each morning with my international friends- 
well as we go up the candi we are meditating on the different levels of a yoga tantra or mahaannutarayoga tantra meditations- Borobudur 
is wonderful, it design fits with the levels of most Indo- Tibetan mantrayana and vajrayana meditations. 

At the bottom of Borobudur we meditate to make peace with the environment- here in the park around Borobudur is such a beautiful 
place, and so the female images next to the 432 tathagatas on the square galleries of Borobudur represent that we need to take care of 
Mother Earth, Mother Water, Mother Fire, Mother Wind and Mother Space. 

At the level of the Mahakarmavibhanga we imagine breathing out and purifying all the suffering of the six realms of samsara,  ngal 
then as we circumambulate and ascend galleries 2,3,4 and 5 we try to develop all positive energies and minds  so. 

Also the basreliefs on these galleries show the same thing.   
The main point in Indo-Tibetan mantrayana is purifying one’s five aggregates (one’s body and mind) and transforming ones five principal 
mental energies of ignorance, hatred, desire, pride and fear into five pureminds of wisodm, stability, equanimity, discrimation and the 
ability to accomplish what ever project one wishes.These are represented by the five tathagatas, Vairocana, Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava, 
Amitabha and Amogasiddhi. This is yoga, an inner scientific view and method for human development. Here are some examples of what 
we meditate on – with positive thinking, mudras, mantras, pranyama and so on we try to heal our bodies and minds and imagine that 
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world peace is increasing everywhere.
 
The relationships of the body and mind listed below are mainly taken from the Tibetan medical tantras or  gyushi which is 
basically very similar to Ayurveda- why I put that is to show the positive side effects of meditation on one’s health, something 
that very many people are interested in, as nowadays people are too tired, too stressed and need some way to recover their energy.

East Side Mahakarmavibhanga level, 92 blue lotuses open on Borobudur and in our hearts

  PAM LE PADMA NGONPO 

East Side 1st Gallery (Lalitavistara), 92 bija (seed) letter HUNGs arise in the lotuses on Borobudur and in our hearts 

 HUNG. 
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East Side 2nd Gallery, 92 Vajras arise from the bija HUNG in the lotuses on Borobudur and in our hearts 

  HUNG LE DORJE NGONPO HUNG 

East Side 3rd Gallery, 92 Tathagata Aksobhyas Arises from the Vajras in the lotuses on Borobudur and in our hearts 

  HUNG DORJE MIKHYO DORJE 

East Side 4th Gallery, Water Empowerment Of Tathagata Aksobhya 

We visualize all our negativities of body, speech and mind, in particular our anger, leaving our body in the form of dark smoke and dirt 
as we breathe out and perform the garuda and purification mudras. 

  LAMA MIKHYO DORJE KHYEN 

New bliss and emptiness arises purifying our hatred, our aggregate of consciousness, our hell realm and our mental 
problems of nervousness, anxiety, panic, mania, anger, stress, tension and hysteria.      
The new bliss and emptiness heals our heart chakra and all the bile diseases related to it such as hypertension, angina, circulation and 
nervous system disorders, blockages of the subtle energy channels, disorders of the heart, intestines, duodenum, blood plasma, blood 
serum, blood valves, liver, gallbladder, rheumatoid arthritis, water retention, fevers, excessive sweating and general infections.   
Breathe in   
(Visualize Guru Akshobya above our crowns pouring purifying nectars on our heads. At our heart chakra is another Supreme 
Healer Akshobhya, blue in colour, 16 displaying the mudr› of stability and granting the water initiation by radiating lights and 
nectars. The new bliss and emptiness we experience is the actual Vase Water Empowerment of the Supreme Healer Akshobya)   
The new bliss and emptiness grants compassion: the cool moon-like nature of mind, the dharmadhatu wisdom, the pure crystal mind and 
the power of stability. Supreme Healer Akshobha revitalizes our heart chakra, thymus gland and pervasive wind. Akshobha World Peace 
Buddha radiates blue healing lights and nectars over the east of our planet.
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The keep the energy of Akshobya we have to keep an interest in the 4 samayas of:   
keeping a vajra keeping a bell,keeping the mudr› and keeping a pure bond with the Guru.

 OM AH AKSHOBYA HUNG 

Circumambulating The Circles of 32 and 24 Stupa-Buddhas Clockwise 

 OM MANI PEME HUM HRI 

(OM compassion and wisdom HUNG) 

Circumambulating The Circle of 16 Stupa-Buddhas 

 OM MAHA SUKHA HUNG  

(We imagine here hugging the world and all beings and that there are no more enemies,  that everyone is close to our heart).  

The Main Stupa

  OM BHISHA SANTI HUNG (OM World Peace HUNG) 

Anyway in conclusion, Borobudur like most Buddhist mandalas is based on a crossed vajras, and represents new bliss and emptiness or 
method and wisdom. The stupas at the top are like bells and also the diamond perforations of the rings of the 32 and 24 stupas represents 
the diamond way or vajrayana. Anyway if anyone is interested to know more about these things or would like to know how we meditate 
on Tantric Self Healing related to Candi Borobudur, myself and my group usually come to visit Chandi Borobudur once a year in either 
February or March, depending on the date of the Tibetan losar or New Year. 
So if anyone would like to join us for research purposes, you are welcome. 
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Lama Gangchen’s Conception of How Borobudur Coresponds To The 13 tantric bhumis and the Stages of A Yoga Tantra and 
Annutarayogatantra initiation. 

(The five white bands at the top of this image symbolise circumambulating the 5th gallery 5 times before starting to circumabulate the 
circles of 32, 24 and 16 stupas.) 
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Lama Caroline’s article ...





Caroline Gammon (MA in Buddhist Studies, University of Sunderland, U.K.)  

A Short Exploration of T.Y.S Lama Gangchen’s theories about the meaning of the Sacred Geometry and Mandala  symbolism of 
Candi Borobudur in the light of academic scholarship on the subject.  

Abstract   
This is an exploration of the recent tantric Borobudur theories of T.Y.S Lama Gangchen Rinpoche, and to a lesser degree, Professor Yonten 
Gyatso and Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk, comparing them with the ideas of Krom, Bernet Kempers, De Casperis, Wayman, etc.    
Lama Gangchen is a graduate of Tashilhunpo monastery, Tibet and Varanasi Sanskrit University. The late Geshe Yonten Gyatso was a 
professor of Tibetan studies at the Sorbonne, Paris and the late Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk was the head of Sera-Me monastic college, Tibet. 
I travelled to Borobudur with all three of them several times. This dissertation explores the sacred geometry and architectural symbolism 
of Borobudur, and concludes that Borobudur was initially built to represent the mahayana path, but was altered during construction to 
represent a yogatantra mandala. 

It looks at the possible continuation of Javanese Mantrayana into Tibetan Buddhism and if Atisha could have brought the terraced stupa 
design to Tibet, resulting in a series of sku’bums, (100,000 Buddha monuments). It concludes that Borobudur is similar to a sku’bum. 
Borobudur is a forerunner of Tibetan yogatantra and most probably represents the Sarvavid MahaVairochana Mandala (Tib. kunrig 
namparnagdzedkyil’khor) which is practiced in Tashilhunpo monastery, Tibet, the monastery that Lama Gangchen studied in.  

Introduction  
Lama Gangchen’s theories are the result of his 19 trips to Borobudur, plus his study of the bKa’’gyur, bsTan-’gyur and the Van Erp 
photographic study. Most of the information in this dissertation about his ideas are based on personal communications between 1993-2008. 

In summary his ideas are:    
1. Borobudur is the apogee of Central Javan Buddhist culture – and combines elements from Sarvastivada, Mahayana and 
Mantrayana, as well as astrology and sacred architecture. It shows the path to both the ordained and the laity. The Sravakayana 
- Mahayana aspect and the mantrayana aspects of Borobudur are equally important, one does not supercede the other.    
2. The 5 galleries show the 5 Mahayana paths (marga).  
3. The Karmavibhangga, Jatakas, Avadanas and Lalitavistara bas-reliefs show a pilgrim’s progress to personal liberation, nirvana, and 
the Gandavyuha and Bhadracari bas-reliefs, the stages of the path of a Mahayana bodhisattva.       
4. During the construction of Borobudur which took 3 generations, there was a change in thought and the Mahakarmavibhanga level 
was covered up to create a mantrayana mandala.  
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5. The 432 Buddhas statues on the sides are in the East, Akshobhya, South Ratnasambhava, West Amitabbha, North Amoghasiddhi, 
and on the fifth terrace Vairochana.               
6. Sitting next to each one of these Buddhas is a female consort - as in a yogatantra mandala.    
7. Borobudur does not correspond exactly to any known mandala as it is a generic mandala upon which one can impute and practice any 
yoga or mahanuttarayoga tantra practice.  
8. The main stupa represents enlightenment and Vajrasattva.     
9. Atısha, the founder of the bKa’gdamspa tradition, spent 12 years studying in Sumatra (Srivijaya) with Dharmakirti. His teaching 
contains elements from both India and Sumatra. There are several similar monuments to Borobudur in Tibet such as the Gyantse 
sku‘bum. He may have brought the terraced stupa concept to Tibet.  

1a. The hidden base of Borobudur : It was covered up by 12,750 cubic meters of stone, perhaps for structural reasons, as the original 
monument was showing signs of subsidence (Soekmono 1976:18). It rains torrentially in Borobudur for 6 months of the year. 
The monument had to be completely rebuilt and restored by UNESCO between 1968-1991 to stop it from collapsing.    
H. Parmentier, the French architectural archaeologist suggested that the builders wanted to erect one huge central stupa, but because of 
structural problems they had to change the design to 3 rings of stupas, and build the galleries as buttress walls, and so Borobudur took 
its present form. (1976:39) 
Stutterheim suggested the enlarged foot represented a cakravala (the ring of mountains) around the base of Mt. Meru (Moens 1950:25) - but 
this can’t be right as there are 7 rings of mountains around Mt. Meru in Buddhist cosmology, not one, as can be seen from the Superaga jataka, 
(bas reliefs 53-55, first gallery balustrade upper level) - and in Pali Jataka 463, no.14 in the Jatakamala of Aryasura.    
Moens (1950:25) suggested the Sailendras changed their ideas during construction, and so the extended base was built to hide the 
Karmavibha°ga reliefs - and to create a cankrama (processional walkway) for the Sailendra ‘Bharabhuddha’ monarchs. Lalitavistara bas-relief 
100, first gallery, shows the Buddha after enlightenment, walking across the 1000 million worlds and then returns to the bodhimanda (Krom 
1974: 111). But one could go and come back from Mendut 3km. in the East if one wanted to make a cankrama without putting 12000 meters 
of stone around the Candi. Best reason people don’t like suffering and pain so cover we like no more suff but not cause.     
Lama Gangchen suggested that there was a philosophical change of heart between two generations of Sailendras and they altered the 
plan to also represent a mandala. As he is unable to read any Western languages, his ideas are his own, based on his interpretation of 
his Tibetan tradition and meditaton tradition.  
1b.The symbolic meaning of the galleries and terraces Lama Gangchen says the 5 terraces represent the 5 Mahayanapaths of 
preparation, accumulation, seeing, meditation and no-more learning and the 5 terraces and the extended base represent the 6 bodhisattva 
perfections. He says the extended base is the first bhumi and bodhisattva perfection, galleries V is the perfection of wisdom, the 3 rings of stupas 
represent the 7, 8th and 9th bhumis and the central stupa represents enlightenment, the 10th bhumi. The square galleries represent the path 
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while one has not seen reality directly, and the circular galleries, represent a maha firya’s transcendental experience. Lama Gangchen, in 1993 
said Borobudur’s cupola, harmika and spire of the central stupa, represent the 11th, 12th, and 13th tantric bodhisattva-bhumis.    
1c. Who  are the 6 Buddhas of Borobudur? A comparison of the images from the Van Erp survey and the Iconography of 
Nepalese Buddhism, shows the similarity of the Buddhas in the East with Akshobhya, South with Ratnasambhava, West with Amitabha, 
and those in the North with Amoghasiddhi. This was first suggested by Humbolt in 1836 and is the general scholastic opinion. The 
identity of the 64 Buddhas on the 5th gallery, and the 72 stupa Buddhas is more mysterious. They show respectively the vitarka mudra 
and what is considered to be a variation of the dharmacakra mudra.  
Toganoo Shoun in 1930 suggested the following identification after studying the Chinese commentaries on the proto-
tantric MahaVairochana sutra and Adhyardhasatika prajñaparamita. Professor van Lohuizen de Leeuw independently had 
the same idea in 1965. (G&W 1981:6)            
Their conclusion was:             

East South West North Centre 72 stupas Central Buddha

Akshobhya Ratnasambava Amitabha Amogasiddhi Samantabhadra - Vajradhara Vairochana 
72Stupas=  

72 Dharmas

Akshobhya Vajrasattva

    
Soekmono (1976:8 and 37) thought the 5 dhyanı Buddhas were emanations of the fidi- Buddha represented by the large central 
stupa. In yogatantra, the 5 dhyanı (Skt.) or concentration Buddhas represent the qualities of a Buddha. The fidi-Buddha is the 
primordial Buddha of the Indian Tathagatagarbha schools and later the Tibetan Nyingmapa and Jonangpa (Kalacakra based) schools. 

East South West North Zenith 72 stupas

Dhyani Buddha Akshobhya Ratnasambava Amitabha Amogasiddhi Vairochana Vairochana

Bodhisattva Vajrapani Visvapani Avalokita Ratnapani Samantabhadra

Manusi Buddha Kanakamuni Maitreya Sakyamuni Kaysapa Krakuchchanda
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Toganoo Shoun (Snodgrass1992:131 and 141 )said that the Borobudur Buddhas are the 5 jinas of a Vajradhatu mandala, 
i.e. the 5 jinas with Vairochana in the centre as in image 74. Lama Gangchen like Soekmono (personal communication) 
said that the 5 ‘Supreme Healers’ (jinas) of Borobudur are the Buddhas of a yogatantra mandala.   
   

East South West North Centre 72 stupas

Akshobhya Ratnasambava Amitabha Amogasiddhi Vairochana Vairochana
  

I think that Humbolt, Shoun and Lama Gangchen are correct and that the Buddhas of Borobudur are the pancatathagatas plus a 
transcendent Vairochana.  

1d. The unfinished Buddha statue  In 1842, Hartman the Dutch Administrator of the Kedu plain found in the relic chamber of the main 
stupa what is now called the ‘unfinished Buddha statue’, whose authenticity and meaning is still being debated. Soekmono (1976:38) said 
it couldn’t represent the fidi-Buddha as it is imperfect (unlike the fidi-Buddha) so it shouldn’t be there. Gangchen and Gyatso (1993) 
agree with Soekmono’s interpretation. Govinda (1976:70) said it represented the fidi-Buddha emerging from shunyata, in a similar 
way that the fidi-Buddha Vajradhara is at the top of the Gyantse sku’bum. (See Section 3f.). Lama Gangchen thinks that originally if 
there was an fidi-Buddha statue in the main stupa it would have been made of gold and this was probably stolen long ago. Hartman 
found a large hole in the side of the main stupa. If we look at the rest of the Borobudur images, there is no way an incomplete and 
damaged statue would have been used to represent enlightenment or the fidi-Buddha. It was placed there by non- Buddhists. The texts 
in the bsTan-’gyur on how to fill stupas say that only the finest and highest quality images and materials can be placed inside.    
1e. What do the 3 circles of  stupas represent?   Govinda (1976:70) suggested the climb up through the galleries represented the 60 stages of 
spiritual development as one progresses up through the desire, form and formless realms with their 15 world planes and 30 classes of beings. 
He said Tibetan style stupas, the Gyantse sku’bum, and Borobudur are all symbolically similar. He thought the rings of 32, 24 and 16 stupas 
represented multiples of the noble eightfold path (4x8, 3x8 and 2x8) and that the central stupa represented the fidi-Buddha.   
Snodgrass (1992:147) suggested that the 72 Buddhas represent the 72 aspects of Vairochana in the material world. In the Vajradhatu 
mandala, Akshobhya is in the centre, representing mental consciousness, so Akshobhya and the 72 Vairochanas represent the nonduality 
of mind and phenomenon and are the body of the fidi-Buddha Samantabhadara- Vajrasattva. He also said (1992:148) there are 72 
stupas because the fidi-Buddha has 37 aspects of total knowledge, represented by the 37 deities of the vajradhatu mandala. 37 can be 
divided into 36 (the Buddha’s qualities) and 1, the Self Nature Body of the Buddha. The 36 qualities have both a subjective aspect and 
an objective aspect, which makes 72 (36 x2). However, this doesn’t explain the 1/16/24/32 arrangement of the upper stupas. 
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Lama Gangchen, Professor Yonten Gyatso and Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk suggested that the 3 circles of 32, 24 and 16 stupas could represent 
the practices of 32 deity Guhyasamaja, Chakrasamvara (24 holy places) and 17 deity Vajrabhairava (represented by the 16 stupas plus the 
central stupa), the 3 main tantric sadhanas performed within their own dGelugpa tradition. Guhyasamaja is a father tantra, Chakrasamvara 
a mother tantra and Vajrabhairava a union or non-dual tantra combining aspects of both the father and mother tantras.    
At present, little historical data is available about the origin of these tantras, although Guhyasamaja is thought to have appeared the earliest, 
approximately around 350 CE, Chakrasamvara approximately 750 CE, and Vajrabhairava in the middle of the 8th century. 2  

Whether these tantras were known to the builders of Borobudur is another matter. In conclusion, the galleries, 
ciricular stupa galleries, and the six jinas seem to show a pilgrims progress up through the levels of the Mahayanapath, 
mixed together with Mantrayana prototantric symbolism which will be examined in the next chapter.     
2a. Does Borobudur have the geometry of a Mandala?  The Borobudur mandala theory has been propounded by Stutterheim (1929), 
Toganoo Shoun (1930), Rowland (1953), Govinda (1976), Wayman (1986), Lama Gangchen, Gyatso and Wangchuk (1993).  

 
Comparison of the plans of the Vajrabhairava Mandala and Borobudur. (Idea from Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk)
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Tibetan lamas are trained in mandala construction. In 1993 Geshe Yeshe Wangchuk, some monks and I used a ball of string, some 
wooden pegs and chalk, the same way sand mandalas are drawn, to see if Borobudur had similar proportions to a Vajrabhairava mandala. 
It did! Across the doors are 4 units and across the candi (to the edge of the Mus Blockage) is 108, just as in the Tibetan tradition. 
In image 35 you can see the results. I think this is pretty conclusive proof that Borobudur is a mandala. But what kind is it?    
Wayman thought that Borobudur’s design was an indigenous Javanese idea based on Vajravarman’s five ways of classifying mandalas. 
(G&W1981:146-7). Snodgrass (1992:126) suggested that the stupas on the roofs of Candis Pawon, Sewu, Mendut and Kalosan 
are also arranged in mandala patterns. He says (1992:129) that mandalas are not exclusively tantric. Lama Gangchen disagrees 
with him saying that in Pagan, Burma and Sri Lanka where there are mandala type terraced stupas, Mantrayana was originally 
present alongside the Theravada, and was responsible for these monuments, but it died out in these regions.      
2b. Does Borobudur have the architectural details of a Mandala?  Stairways and Doorways  
The main entrance of Borobudur is the East side as the 120 Lalitavistara bas-reliefs start on the left of the East door and turn clockwise 
around the monument, finishing to it’s right. This is a common feature of all Buddhist monuments and is not exclusively tantric. In tantric 
mandalas the world axis is symbolized by a double vajra. The stairways and banisters in the four directions going up into the Borobudur 
represent the 4 ends of the vajras. The banisters are decorated with makara heads with open mouths and long curling tongues. A makara 
is a mythological sea monster, and the prongs of five pointed vajras are made of makara heads and tongues. Lama Gangchen observed that 
these could be seen on the stairways leading up into Borobudur. These can also be seen on image below of the SarvavidmahaVairochana 
mandala which in my opinion, based on the evidence in this dissertation is very probably what the second generation of Sailendra’s 
intended Borobudur to represent. 
 
     Ballustrades in the form of Makara Tongues [My photo 2008]  
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2c. Is Borobudur a Yogatantra Mandala?  
Snodgrass and Toganoo Shoun (Snodgrass 1982:141) suggested there is a similarity between Borobudur and a yogatantra mandala, so let’s 
assess their claim. The Sang hyang kamahayanikan mantrayana, 42 Sanskrit verses translated into old Javanese, and the only surviving 
example of a Javanese yogatantra text, was identified by de Jong as mainly consisting of 22 verses of the MahaVairochana-bhisambodhi 
tantra and 17 verses (in a different order) of the Sriparamadya tantra (P120) (Weinberger 2003:131). There are two different versions 
of thistantra in the bKa’’gyur, the P119/Toh 487 and P120/ Toh 488 (Dalai 2005:37 note b.) Boeles, Moens, Potts, Klokke, Mus said the 
earliest sections of the SHKM are from the 10th century and are the earliest known or surviving Javanese tantric text. Comparing it against 
dGelug yogatantra initiations, in seems to be an incomplete text with only the vajra master initiation, the final part of a yogatantra initiation. 
While the SHKM is later than Borobudur, it shows that yogatantras were practised in Indonesia, thus supporting Lama Gangchen’s 
statements that his tradition contains similar [yoga]tantra practices to those of Javanese Buddhism. The 77th song of the Javanese 
nagarakrtagama manuscript from 1365 CE also says that ‘Budur’ was a sanctuary of a Buddhist Vajradhara sect. (Soekmono 1976:13)  
Rinchen Sangbo, the ‘Great Translator’, was one of the only two surivivors of the 21 youths sent by the Tibetan King Yeshe Ö to Kashmir 
to learn Sanskrit and bring Buddhist texts. He returned to Tibet with the Sriparamadya tantra, and told the king about Atısha, who invited 
the pandita to Tibet.               

Female Figures Next To The Jinas on the Borobudur galleries, my photo 2008   

One fact which strangely seems to have been ignored by almost every scholar who has worked on Borobudur is that next to each of 
the 108 Conqueror Buddha (jina) on each side of the candi is a smaller female counterpart. Whether it is a Buddha, bodhisattva or 
offering goddess is difficult to say for sure. De Casparis says (G&W 1981:50) that the SHKM 62a says ‘yogishvara will not find lord 
Buddha unless he finds the Buddha’s embodiment in the 4 goddesses.’ But that iconographically there is nothing to suggest 4 element 
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goddesses on Borobudur. This shows that one only sees what one wants to! Lama Gangchen says these are female Buddha yogatantra 
consorts. In image 43 you can see these female figures. If they were in union, Borobudur would be a mahaanuttarayoga tantra mandala.    

 
Sarvavid MahaVairochana Mandala Tib. Kunrig namparnagdze dkyil’khor 6

This mandala is very reminiscent of Borobudur, note the entrances with vajras in the form of makara heads and tongues, the various levels, 
the same jina arrangement as Borobudur and the circle of 16 deities around the central one (Vairochana, the white colour in the centre).  
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In his thesis summary, Weinberger says that the Manifest Enlightenment of Vairochana was created around 630-640 CE and was 
retroactivity classified as tantric. Mature Indian tantra started with the composition of the Compendium of Principles in the last quarter of 
the 7th century. This was the first text with a mandala with Vairochana in the centre and the other 4 jinas in the cardinal directions. It says 
that  Shakyamuni attained enlightenment by realizing the 5 manifest enlightenments of the 5 jinas. Weinberger says (2003:201) that this is a 
vajradhatu or vajra element mandala. In East Asia yogatantra remained the principal form of tantra, whereas in India [and Tibet], over time the 
yogatantras were displaced by the mahayoga and yogini tantras. Borobudur seems to reflect the earlier understanding of tantra.    
Beer (1999:153) says that in yogatantra, when Vairochana is one the five Buddhas he has the dharmacakra mudra, (representing 
the teaching of the four noble truths), but when he appears as the fidi-Buddha he shows the bodhyangni mudra of the Lord 
of the five families, (representing the five Buddha-wisdoms). Thus, although other Buddhas can have the dharmacakra mudra, all 
the facts show that the stupa Buddhas could be Vairochanas – which is also Lama Gangchen’s identification .      
In 1974 during the UNESCO restoration, a 1.9cm bronze five-pointed vajra was unearthed at Borobudur. Other vajras, dated from the 
9th –10th centuries have been found in Central Java such as the 26cm. vajra now in the National Museum of Jakarta. 7

 
Bronze Vajra Discovered Near Borobudur. (Kempers, 1976:18)

If not a single vajra had been found then one might start to agree with De Casparis and Klokke who don’t think that Borobudur has 
any tantric elements (G&W1981:50). The Borobudur vajra indicates that at the very least, pre-Vajrayana tantric practitioners visited 
Borobudur after its construction. Keeping a vajra is one the four commitments (samayas) of Buddha Akshobhya. Perhaps the Borobudur 
vajra was lost by a yogin on pilgrimage. Most of the vajras represented on Borobudur are what are known as wrathful vajras, probably 
descended from the lightning rod held by the Hindu deva Indra.  
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2d. Is Borobudur A  Mandala Related to the Tantras used in Shingon Buddhism? Snodgrass, Toganoo Shoun and Lokesh Chandra 
suggested that Borobudur might be a Vajradhatu yogatantra mandala (Snodgrass 1992: 141), of the same type used in Shingon.    
Could something like Chen-yen, Chinese tantric Buddhism, and the basis of Shingon, have been practiced in 8th-9th century 
Java? In the 7th and 8th centuries, after the Northern land route across Central Asia became too dangerous, Indian Buddhist 
missionaries like I-ching and Varjrabodhi, went to China along the Southern sea-route, blown by the monsoon winds and stopping 
off in Sumatra. (Rambach (1979:7) Vajrabodhi ordained at Nalanda in India in 681. As an adult, he traveled to Sri Lanka where he 
met his disciple Amoghavajra. They traveled together to Sumatra and then China, bringing with them the MahaVairochana sutra. 
(1979:20) Vajrabodhi came to be looked on as the fifthth patriarch of Shingon, and Amogavajra the sixthth. Lancaster suggests 
(1981:195) that the tantric section of the 7th century Chinese canon is the best place to reconstruct Javanese tantric Buddhism.   
By 759CE the practice of the MahaVairochana sutra was established in Japan (1979:14). The second half of the eighth century was 
the heyday of both Nalanda, and of esoteric Buddhism in China. (1979:20). Indian, Chinese and Javanese tantrism in this period 
was right-handed (where sexual imagery is only indicated via symbolism), whereas the later Tibetan tradition was influenced by 
left handed tantra from Vikramasıla monastery in Bengal, and also by Shaktism and so had overt sexual imagery (1979:22).    
Rambach points out (1979:36) that to the South of Kyoto is 5 tiered Daigo-ji pagoda, built in 951 which contains 
Garbhadhatu and Varjadhatu mandalas. These were first brought to Japan by Kukai in 806 and represent the relative and 
absolute manifestations of MahaVairochana. There is a similarly between the Garbhadhatu mandala and Borobudur.    
Wayman (1981:149) noted that while Vajravarman’s explanations of the 5 types of mandalas are different from the explanations of 
Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, but they are similar to those of Shingon Buddhism. According to him, Vajravarman’s receptacle mandala of 
Mt. Meru and the fruition mandala of the dharmakaya are Vajradhatu mandalas, whereas the fruition mandala of the sambhogakaya is 
a Garbhadhatu mandala (1981:149)              
Albert le Bonheur suggested that the 5th level Buddhas in the vitarka mudra could be Vairochana and those in the stupas with the 
dharmacakra mudra could be MahaVairochana- who is often identified with the fidi-Buddha. (G&W 1981:6) I think this is a reasonable 
suggestion. The mudras of the Borobudur Buddhas and those of the 2 Shingon mandalas are not identical, but there are strong similarities- 
perhaps with continual recopying the mudras were slightly altered over time?  
Conclusion, is Borobudur a Yogatantra Mandala?  
There are numerous indications that it could be. Wayman said that the arrangement of Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and 
Amoghasiddhi in the four cardinal directions, and Vairochana in the centre, shows that Borobudur is a yogatantra mandala and I would 
tend to agree with him. 

Klokke (chapter XIV, IIEAS Yearbook1995) disagrees with the Borobudur mandala theory as no known yoga or highest 
yogatantra mandala has circles of 32, 24 and 16 deities around the central figure. I checked through all known Tibetan and 
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Shingon mandalas to be sure, and she’s right. However Borobudur could be a composite Mahayana and yogatantra mandala. 
She also points out that no mandala has 6 or possibly 7 jinas- this is not true, kalachakra has 6 jinas and the 7th unfinished 
Buddha is possibly inauthentic. I think Indian yogatantras like the Sarvavid mahaVairochana tantra were taken by missionaries 
to Java, China and then onto Japan, so there is a definite link between Borobudur and the Shingon mandalas.    
3a. Did the Tibetan Lamas know about Borobudur before 1959?  
The Tibetans since the 8th century had access via their bKa’’gyurs to the sutras represented on Borobudur and the yogatantras, and since 
the 9th-10th century onwards to the mahaanuttarayoga tantras. Tsultrim Kelsang Khangkar’s, History of Buddhism in India shows that the 
lamas know the history of Indian yogatantra in the 7th to 10th centuries. Tibetan historical knowledge about Java is limited to the travels of 
Atisha (982-1054) (Life of Atisha, Dargyey page 1) to neighboring Sumatra (Srivijaya) in the 11th century. The young scholars that were 
sent to India to study Buddhism and Sanskrit between the 8th and 11th centuries got as far as Nalanda, where in 860 a hostel for Srivijayan 
bhiksus was inaugurated, so tales of Borobudur and Javanese Buddhism may have possibly reached Tibet.     
3b. Atisha’s travels to Srivijaya and Tibet  
From The Life of Atısha by Geshe Ngawang Dhargyey: “At that time, the most famous master holding the complete teachings on how 
to develop bodhichitta was Dharmamati, the Sublime Teacher from Suvarnadvipa, the Golden Isle. Thus, with a group of 125 learned bhikshus, Atisha 
set off on a ship of merchants bound for the Golden Isle, modern Sumatra. Meanwhile, this Sublime Teacher from the Golden Isle had heard of the 
arrival from India of the learned scholar and his mendicant companions on their spiritual quest. He assembled his own community of bhikshus for the 
welcome and when Atisha arrived, they performed together many formal ceremonies auspicious for the future. He also presented Atisha with a Buddha 
statue and predicted that one day he would tame the minds of the people of the northern Land of Snow.  Atisha stayed in the Golden Isle for twelve 
years, avidly training with this master. First, he studied A Filigree of Realizations (mNgon-rtogs rgyan, Skt.Abhisamayalamksra) the Triumphant 
Maitreya’s guideline instructions for fathoming the Omniscient One’s Sutras of Far-reaching Discriminating Awareness (Sher-phyin-gyi-mdo, 
Skt. Prajnaparamita Sutras). He then gradually received the full teachings on extensive behavior from the lineage of Maitreya and Asanga, as well 
as those of the special lineage on exchanging selfishness for concern with others, which the bodhisattva Shantideva, a spiritual son of the Triumphant, 
had received directly from the ennobling, impeccable Manjushrı himself. After Atisha gained, through these methods, a full-realization of a bodhichitta 
aim, he returned to India at the age of forty-five and resided thereafter mostly at the sequestered monastic university of Vikramashila.”     
Atisha who according to the above account studied the Mahayanain Srivijaya, not tantra, established a Golden Isle (Ser-ling) temple at 
Tholing, Ngari, Western Tibet (The Dromton Itinerary by Dromtonpa (1005-1064), translated by Helmut Eimer in 1974). However 
since his youth he was an accomplished tantric yogin. As Balaputra, the last builder of Borobudur became the ruler of Srivijaya in 
832 (Hall 1985:111) the last year Atisha was there (Dhargey, he ordained as a monk aged 21 in 1008CE), so it is possible that Atisha 
heard about Borobudur, and so its architectural ideas could have been taken to Tibet by him and have later influenced the building of 
the Gyantse and the other sku’bums. Indeed Ngari, Gyantse, Trophul and Shigatse are all in the region of Western Central Tibet that 
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Atisha visited although all these date back to after his death. Lhabab stupa means ‘the descent from heaven stupa’ commemorating 
the return of the Buddha from Tushita, where he had been teaching dharma to his mother. Note the 4 stairways going up into the 
central cupola and 5 levels reminiscent of Borobudur. The stupa before reconstruction can be seen at Govinda 1976:2.     
Wayman suggests that Vajravarman’s commentary to the Sarvadurgatiparisodhana tantra in the Peking bsTan-’gyur translated 
by Rinchen Zangpo was probably studied by Atisha in Srivijaya and then introduced into Tibet by him (11 Wayman, G&W 
1981:154). (See Section 1d. above). Wayman notes that the quotations and explanations are very different from other yogatantra 
commentaries in the Indo-Tibetan tradition and concludes it must have been composed in Srivijaya, not India.      
B.R.Chatterji, in his article ‘Jo Atisha in Serling and Tholing’ (Bulletin of Tibetology vol3 no.3 p21) says that in the 11th century 
at Srivijayapura, Malaya, Acharya Dharmakirti composed a commentary on the Abhisamayalamkara, which was translated 
into Tibetan by Jo Atisha. He mentions the existence of an 11th century Tibetan manuscript with a picture of Dıpankara (Atisha) 
in Yavadvipa which meant both Sumatra and Java.              
3f. A Comparison between Borobudur and Gyantse sku’bum  
I visited the Gyantse sku‘bum together with Lama Gangchen in 1994, 2000, and 2001. The sku’bum (100,000 Buddhas) or Tib. bdebar 
gshegspa’i chossku’i mchodrten mthong grol chenmo bkrashispa “The Auspicious Great Stupa of the Dharmakaya which liberates 
Merely By Seeing it”, and the surrounding dpal’khor-chosde, the Glorious Blissful Dharma Mandala were built between 1427 
- 1439 by Rabtan Kunzang, the Prince of Gyantse.             
 
Where Did Its Design Come From?  
In India, big terrace stupas were constructed at Nalanda, Paharpur, and Antichak from the end of the Gupta period (5th century) and 
throughout the Pala period. There are several other large terrace stupas in Asia.       

 - Gandhara/Taxila in the Swat Valley, Pakistan (2nd-5th centuries).   
 - Rawak stupa, near the Turfan Oasis, Central Asia.    
 - Syrkup stupa near Turfan is similar to the Gyantse sku’bum.    
 - Boudanath stupa Katmandu, Nepal
 
Bu-ston, the founder of Jonang school, and the greatest Tibetan expert on Kalacakra, visited Gyantse in 1357 after having constructed a 
similar sku’bum in Western Tibet. (See Image 67.) The Gyantse sku’bum was designed in 1436 by Vanaratna of Svayambhu in Nepal, a 
great kalacakra scholar (ReLB 1993:26-28). 
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From the 13th century onwards several big terraced stupas were built in Greater Tibet : 

 - Changspa Stupa Leh, Ladakh  
 - Tshal Gungthang, Amdo Tibet (12th century )  
 - Trophul stupa near Shigatse, Central Tibet, built by Trophul Lotsawa   
 - Jonang stupa, 14th century, near Sakya, Central Tibet, restored in the 17th century by       Taranatha.   
 - sNarthang stupa,14th century, near Shigatse, destroyed in the Cultural Revolution   
 - Gyantse sku’bum, 15th century, Central Tibet (1993:36).   
 - rGyang Bummoche, 15th century ⁄akya, Central Tibet.   
 - mThong-grol chenmo of bJamspa gling, built after 1472, Central Tibet. (1993:39). 

Perhaps the Tibetans, having heard about the great stupas of India, were trying to create something similar in their homeland? Or 
perhaps Atisha brought the plan from Yavadvipa? All these sku’bums are considered to be kalacakra stupas by the Tibetans, in which the 
5 levels represent the body, speech and mind, wisdom and great bliss mandalas.   

Gyantse sku’bum, Tiziana Ciasullo 2003  
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Gyantse General Plan, Ricca e Lo Bue (1993:40)

  
As one can see the ground plan is practically identical to Borobudur. Snodgrass, Tucci, Govinda, Lama Gangchen, and Professor Yonten 
Gyatso have noted the similarity between the plans of Borobudur and the Gyantse sku‘bum in Western Tibet. Their plans are similar 
but their elevations are different. The sku’bum has 5 levels and a central harmika that you can walk up through which corresponds to a 
statement from the SHKM. Snodgrass thought that was the original design of Borobudur before structural considerations got in the way 
(Snodgrass 1992:148) and forced a redesign of the top with the 3 circular galleries and a crowning stupa replacing a huge central stupa 
with a Vajradhatu mandala inside. He said (1992:145) that according to Shoun the arrangement of images at Borobudur is similar to the 
Tibetan and Nepalese fidi-Buddha stupas which are Vajradhatu mandalas focused on Samantabhadra-Vajrasattva e.g. Gyantse sku’bum 
–– except that the sku’bum is not a Vajradhatu mandala but a composite mandala representing all 4 classes of tantra, and in which the 
Vajradhatu mandalas are on the 3rd level.  
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sKu’bum first story (ReLB 1993:48-51) - caryatantras with a kriyatantra mahaVairochanabhisambodhi, mandala in one chapel. 
sKu’bum second story - mainly caryatantras 
sKu’bum third story (ReLB 1993:49) – root (Sarvatathagatatattvasamgraha)  and explanatory yogatantras in which Vairochana emanates 
the other 4 jinas who are in chapels in the four directions (like Borobudur).         
Spire upper chapel - the topmost chapel is dedicated to the fidi-Buddha Vajradhara and the masters of the Kalachakra lineage, not as 
Snodgrass suggests (1992:149) to Samantabhadra- Vajrasattva.  
 
The badly damaged Trulphul sku’bum near Shigatse is the one most similar to Borobudur as one circumambulates it on the outside, not 
the inside. He says (personal communication) that the sku‘bum and Borobudur are later and earlier branches of the same (Indian) source, 
and that Atisha while in Sumatra may have come into contact with Javanese tantric ideas. Perhaps the schools of Tibetan Buddhism closer 
to the yogatantra represented by Borobudur are the earlier Kadampa, Nyingmapa and the defunct Jonangpa (Kalachakra) schools. The 
dGelug tradition does not agree with the idea of the tathagatagarbha for example, but they do practice yogatantras.  
Lama Gangchen’s ideas are innovative within his dGelugpa lineage, as the dGelupga hierarchy are conservative, following strictly the ideas 
of their monastic predecessors, and do not generally value spiritual innovation. However some masters, like Geshe Lobsang Tendar, who 
was considered the greatest expert on tantra of his generation supported Lama Gangchen’s innovation. 
Based on the evidence presented above, I think that Borobudur was originally built to represent the Mahayana path but was remodelled 
during construction to be a yogatantra mandala and may perhaps also function as a  generic mandala upon which many meditation systems 
can be imputed.  
 
My opinion is that Borobudur was constructed in two phases:  
Phase one of the construction had 10 levels, the (now) hidden base, 5 galleries and 3 rings of stupas around the central one. I think the 
builders wanted to symbolize the 5 Mahayanapaths and the 10 bodhisattva-bhumis. At this stage Borobudur was around 100 m across 
(10x 10). Perhaps originally the 32, 24 and 16 stupas represented the Lotus sutra as Mus suggested.  
Phase two - during the second generation of building, yogatantra arrived in Java and King Samaratunga and his architects modified the 
design to fit the 108-unit scheme of a yogatantra mandala. This may have coincided with the need to reinforce the monument structurally, 
or the bas-reliefs of the Mahakarmavibhaºga level may have been covered as the new king didn’t like them. As a result Borobudur now 
has a diameter of 123m. or 108 proportional units. I think this modification is why Borobudur is so hard to interpret as it is a mix of 
symbolism from different Buddhist traditions. 

In conclusion I think that Lama Gangchen’s theories add weight to the ideas of Stutterheim, Wayman, Govinda, Shoun, Snodgrass, 
and Long about Borobudur being a yogatantra mandala, and its similarity with the sku’bums and fidi-Buddha stupas of Tibet and 
are worth adding to the collection of Borobudur theories presently available. I think the mandala closest to Borobudur is the Sarvavid 
mahaVairochana mandala. The earlier traditions of yogatantras of Tibetan Buddhism, the Chinese Chen-Yen and Japanese Shingon 
schools also seem to have strong links with Borobudur.   
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NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing Practice of Borobudur ...





NGAL SO RANG SCEN CIOTAB SANG NGA CHI GNAM LEN BOROBUDUR CHI CHIL COR CIOTEN DANG DRELWA

Lama Gangchen Tulku Rinpoche’s

Ngalso Tantric Self-Healing Practice of the Borobudur Stupa-Mandala

Method to transform this world into Shambala
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